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Philosophical remarks
• What is science?

– Knowledge that allows to make predictions

• What is the science of software?
– Formal methods (+ other things)

• What are formal methods?
– Clear problem definitions

• Given X find Y such that Z

– DES are formal methods

• Schools like this one are bridging the gaps
– Between formal methods and DES communities
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Centralized observation and control

outputs

verdicts

inputs outputs

E.g. does plant meet
a certain property ?

Closed-loop system must
meet a certain property

Plant

Controller

Plant

Observer
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Decentralized* observation and 
control

Plant

Many observers, many controllers …

Plant

*Note: I use the words decentralized and distributed interchangeably
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Decentralized observation and 
control

Plant

Who issues verdicts?

Plant
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Decentralized observation and 
control

Plant Plant

network

Is there communication?

network
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Motivation

Why are we doing all this?



Motivation: distributed protocols

• Notoriously hard to get right

10

(to model and verify 
distributed protocols)

Can we synthesize
such protocols 
automatically?
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Example: how to synthesize a 
reliable transmission protocol

over an unreliable channel

?

Sending
client

Receiving
client

Backward channel

Forward channel
?

Channels are lossy but FIFO.

O,1

O,1O,1

O,1

done send deliver
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Protocol synthesis = decentralized 
controller synthesis

?

Sending
client

Receiving
client

Backward channel

Forward channel
?

Of,1f Of’,1f’

Ob,1b

done send deliver

Plant

Controllers

observable
events

controllable
events

Ob’,1b’



Plan of part 1: distributed

• An undecidable decentralized 
observation problem [2001]

• From undecidable decentralized 
observation to undecidable 
decentralized control [2001]

• Distributed protocol synthesis from 
scenarios and requirements [2017]
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An undecidable decentralized 
observation problem

14

What does undecidable mean?
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Observation architecture

Plant

Observation 1

Decision function

Does behavior meet a certain property ?

Observation n… 

observation point 1 observation point n 
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Observation problem

Plant: regular lang. L over 
plant’s behavior:   L

1 = Proj( , 1)

Decision function

  K ?

n = Proj( , n)…

projections
correctness
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Formal definition

• Given regular languages K  L  * and 
subalphabets i  , i=1,…,n,

• K is called jointly observable w.r.t. L, i, if 
there exists a total function

such that for all   L,

f  1    n  **

f( P1(), …, Pn() ) = 1  iff    K
projection functions
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Example of non-joint-observability

L={a b, b a}
K={a b}

Decision function

The decision function receives the
same input in both cases!

1={a}
2={b}

a b
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Example of joint observability 
requiring unbounded memory

L= (a b)* (b)*
K= (a b)*

The decision function must count !

1={a} 2={b}



 


otherwise ,0

 if  ,1
),(

lk
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Necessary and sufficient 
condition

• K is jointly-observable w.r.t. L, i, iff

• or equivalently:

K . ’ L-K .
i=1,…,n . Pi()  Pi(’)



Another necessary and 
sufficient condition

21

Is this really the right definition?



The last definition is not really the right 
“at least one can tell” (ALOCT) 

definition!
• Why?

• Think of the example presented earlier of joint 
observability requiring unbounded memory
– Since joint observability is equivalent to the last 

ALOCT definition, it must be that “at least one 
observer can tell” in this example.

– But no observer can tell! (Many thanks to Martijn
Goorden who observed this!) Observer 1 sees 
only a’s, observer 2 sees only b’s. Neither can 
know how many letters the other observer have 
seen, so counting doesn’t help. 22



A modified ALOCT definition

23

Is this the right definition of “at least one can tell” ?
Is this problem decidable?

Open questions!
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Notes

• Variants of the decentralized observation problem 
known to be decidable (c.f., Christophoros Hatzikostis’ lecture 
yesterday).

• Definitions are subtle and matter greatly (perhaps 
too much).

• We (as a community) have not yet reached a unified 
and robust framework
– Contrary, e.g., to the theory of computation (Turing machines 

vs. lambda calculus vs. …).
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Decidability of centralized 
observability (n=1)

• Checking joint observability is decidable
in the centralized case (n=1).

• In this case nec./suf. condition becomes:

K . ’ L-K . P1()  P1(’)


P1(K)  P1(L-K) = 
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Undecidability of joint 
observability (n2)

• Checking joint observability is undecidable:
– For two (or more) observers (n=2).

– For three (or more) observers, even if K, L are 
prefix-closed.

– Question open for n=2 and K, L prefix-closed.
• It was open when these slides were first created 

(ca. 2004). Is it still open?
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Undecidability proof

• By reduction of Post’s Correspondence Problem
(PCP):

– For a given instance of PCP, build K, L, i, such that K is 

jointly observable w.r.t. L, i iff the PCP instance has no
solution.

  )...()...( 1111 nnnn auauawawL
 )...( 11 nnawawK




2

11 },...,{ naa

the PCP alphabet



From undecidable decentralized 
observation to undecidable 

decentralized control
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Notes (again)

• Variants of the decentralized control problem known to 
be decidable (e.g., [Cieslak et al’88], [Rudie-Wonham’92]).

• Definitions are subtle and matter greatly (perhaps 
too much).
– What matters especially is requirements of the closed-loop 

system.

• We (as a community) have not yet reached a unified 
and robust framework
– Contrary, e.g., to the theory of computation (Turing machines 

vs. lambda calculus vs. …).
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Our type of requirements: 
responsiveness

• Responsiveness property over : a formula of 
the form

• A word w over  satisfies a  b if for every a
in w there is a b after the a.

• Specification: a set  of responsiveness 
properties.

• A set of words L satisfies  if every word in L 
satisfies every property in .

a  b a, b  
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Our type of requirements: 
responsiveness

• A word w over  satisfies a  b if for every a
in w there is a b after the a.

• Quiz: is responsiveness a regular property?

• Yes:

a

b

-{b}-{a}
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Decentralized control problem

• Given:
– A plant G over , and subalphabets Oi, Ci of 
– A (responsiveness) specification over 

• Find:
– Non-blocking controllers Ci observing Oi and 

controlling Ci

• Such that:
– The language of the closed-loop system 

satisfies the specification.
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• Suppose we want to check whether K is jointly 
observable w.r.t. L, i, for i=1,…,n.

• We will reduce this to checking existence of n 
controllers:
– Each controller will initially observe a behavior in L.

– Then controllers 2 to n will somehow “send” their 
observations to supervisor 1 (how?).

– Finally, controller 1 will have to decide whether the 
original behavior was in K or in L-K.
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• Let Ti be alphabets of “fresh” letters, copies 
of i, for i=2,…,n.

• The plant will be:

)(      ))(( *
12

*
21 batTttTtbKLKaG nnn  …
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• Let Ti be alphabets of “fresh” letters, copies 
of i, for i=2,…,n.

• The plant will be:

)(      ))(( *
12

*
21 batTttTtbKLKaG nnn  

Everybody observes L:
a and b are unobservable
and also uncontrollable

…

Uncontrollable, 
but observable 
to controller 2

Controllable by controller 2
(end of “transmission”)
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• Let Ti be alphabets of “fresh” letters, copies 
of i, for i=2,…,n.

• The plant will be:

)(      ))(( *
12

*
21 batTttTtbKLKaG nnn  

Controller 2 transmits
its observation to controller 1

…
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• Let Ti be alphabets of “fresh” letters, copies 
of i, for i=2,…,n.

• The plant will be:

)(      ))(( *
12

*
21 batTttTtbKLKaG nnn  

Controller n transmits
its observation to controller 1

…
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• Let Ti be alphabets of “fresh” letters, copies 
of i, for i=2,…,n.

• The plant will be:

)(      ))(( *
12

*
21 batTttTtbKLKaG nnn  

Controller 1 must decide
(a’ and b’ are controllable by contr.1)

…
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Reducing joint observation to 
decentralized control

• The specification will be:

• That is: if behavior was in K, enable a’, 
otherwise enable b’.

bbaa 
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Undecidability of decentralized 
control problem

• Controllers exist iff K is observable:
– If K is not jointly observable, controllers 

cannot distinguish between an observation 
in K and an observation in L-K.

– If K is jointly observable, controller 1 
gathers the observations of everybody, 
then applies the f function (note: controllers 
might have to be infinite-state).

=> Control problem undecidable for n2.
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Other decidability results

• Adding communication with unbounded delays
(lossless, FIFO) does not help.

• Bounded-delay communication makes problem 
decidable.

• Hierarchy of control problems with communication: 



Distributed protocol synthesis 
from scenarios and requirements

42

Joint work with Rajeev Alur, Christos Stergiou et al (UPenn)

The happy end ♥♥☺☼



Synthesis of Distributed Protocols from 
Scenarios and Requirements

• Idea: combine requirements + example 
scenarios

43

example scenarios formal requirements
(safety, liveness,

deadlock-freedom, …)

Synthesis tool

These are typically 
not complete specs!

synthesized 
protocol

(state machines)



Scenarios: message sequence charts
• Describe what the protocol must do in some cases

• Intuitive language → good for the designer

• Only a few scenarios required (1-10)

44
Scenario 1
(nominal)

Scenario 2
(msg loss)

Scenario 3
(ack loss)

Scenario 4
(delay)



Incomplete automata learned from first scenario:

Automatically completed automata:

ABP
Sender

ABP
Receiver

Synthesis becomes a completion problem

ABP
Sender

ABP
Receiver



Results
• Able to synthesize the distributed Alternating Bit Protocol 

(ABP) and other simple finite-state protocols (cache 
coherence, consensus, …) fully automatically [HVC’14, 
ACM SIGACT’17].

• Towards industrial-level protocols described as extended 
state machines [CAV’15].
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Algorithmic technique: counter-example guided 
completion of (extended) state machines

• Completion of incomplete machines: find missing 
transitions, guards, assignments, etc.

Tripakis 47
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Synthesizing the Alternating Bit 
Protocol (ABP)



Forward and backward channels
(environment processes)

49



Other environment processes

50

Sending client Receiving client Timer



Safety monitors
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send and deliver 
happen in the right order

deliver and done
happen in the right order

error states



Liveness monitors (Büchi automata)
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every send is followed 
eventually by a deliver 

send happens 
infinitely often

accepting states
(error if visited 
infinitely often)

every send is followed 
eventually by a done



ABP sender
(constructed “manually”)
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ABP receiver
(constructed “manually”)
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Pathological solutions
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An ABP sender 
which satisfies all safety/liveness

properties by blocking send events

We eliminate such pathological solutions by adding extra requirements: 
in this case, input-enabledness of controllers at “input states”.



A scenario
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Incomplete controllers 
synthesized from the scenario
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Automatically synthesized 
(completed) ABP sender

58
Notice anything strange?



Manually vs. automatically synthesized ABP senders

59

“dead”
transitions



Variants of automatically 
synthesized ABP senders

60



A weird (but correct) 
automatically synthesized 

ABP receiver

61



An even weirder (but still correct) 
automatically synthesized

ABP sender

62



More results in the paper
[Alur-Tripakis SIGACT News 2017]

• How many solutions are there?
– 16384 correct ABP sender (completions): 4 dead 

transitions, 8 target states each

• Performance:
– Time to find 1 solution: 20 secs

– Time to find all 16384 solutions: 90 mins

• Impossibility results:
– No solution exists if channels are unfair

– No solution exists if deliver is not strongly fair

• … 63



TIMED
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Plan of part 2: timed

• Timed observation: fault detection 
(diagnosis) for timed automata

• From timed observation to timed control 
(time permitting)

65
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Monitoring = Observation

Plant
(monitored system)

Monitor
(event reader)

observations

verdicts
Does observed 

behaviour satisfy
given property?

Not everything 
is observable!
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Example: fault detection 
(“diagnosis”)

f b

u
c

Red events are observable.

Blue events are unobservable.

f  is the fault event.

The plant model

b

c

Fault!
The monitor:

a

a
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Faults are not always detectable …

We must FIRST check detectability …

and THEN synthesize the monitor.

f b

u
b

a
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Timed fault detection

Plant
(event + fault generator)

Monitor
(event reader)

Observable events + delays

Fault announcements

The plant model is
a timed automaton!

The monitor can
consult a clock!
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Example of timed fault detection

f b

u b
x:=0

x  2

x >3a

The plant model = a timed automaton

x  2
1 2

3

4

5

6
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Example of timed fault detection
f b

b
x:=0

x  2

x >3a

a bf

time delay > 3

a bu

time delay  2

Faulty behaviors:
(case 1: b occurs)

Correct behaviors:

x  2 u
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Example of timed fault detection
f b

b
x:=0

x  2

x >3a

a f

a bu

time delay  2

Faulty behaviors:
(case 2: no b)

Correct behaviors:

x  2 u
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Example of timed fault detection
f b

b
x:=0

x  2

x >3a

a

time delay = 3

Faulty behaviors:

The monitor can report the fault within bounded delay: at most 3.

Fault!

x  2 u
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Example of timed fault detection
f b

b
x:=0

x  2

x >3a

The monitor:

b

Fault!

y  2y:=0

y >2

a

b

In this case, the monitor can be modeled as a timed automaton.
This is not always the case!

y =3

y =3

x  2 u
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A monitor that cannot be captured as a 
timed automaton

(because it requires an infinite number of clocks)

f a

a

x:=0

x > 1  y < 1

a

a

a

b

u

b

x:=0

x  1x  0 x = 1

y:=0 y < 1

• Faulty behaviors: there is some a exactly 1 time unit 
before the b.

• Correct behaviors: either no b, or no a exactly 1 time 
unit before the b.
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Questions

• How to check fault detectability 
(“diagnosability”)?

• How to synthesize a real-time monitor?

• When can the monitor be modeled as a 
timed automaton?
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Formal definitions
• Timed behaviors over some alphabet 
:

•  = o  u

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  f 2.2  c
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Formal definitions
• Observable behaviors:

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  f 2.2  c

a 1.5       b 5.2       c

Projection to observable events
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Formal definitions
• Faulty behavior: contains a fault event.

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  f 2.2  c

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  u 2.2  c

faulty

non-faulty
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Formal definitions

• T-faulty behavior (T is a delay):
– faulty behavior,

– at least T time elapses after the first 
occurrence of the fault.

• Examples:
– 2-faulty (but not 3-faulty) behaviors:

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  f 2.5 u

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  f 2.2  u 0  c 0.3  u

a 1.1  u 0.4  b 3  f 1.9  0.1 
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Real-time monitors

• A real-time monitor is a deterministic 
machine with an output:

Tr : S x (o  R+)
*  S

observed
event …

… or
delay

0: no fault, 1: fault

Out : S   {0,1}

current
state

next
state
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Real-time monitor requirements
• A real-time monitor defines a function:

• The monitor is a T-monitor if, for every 
behavior  of A,

If  is not faulty, then M( Proj() ) = 0

If  is T-faulty,   then M( Proj() ) = 1

M : (o  R+)
*  {0,1}

M() = Out( Tr(s0, ) )
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Detectability questions

• Given T, does there exist a T-monitor?

• Is there a T-monitor for some T?

• Note: a T-monitor is also a (T+1)-monitor.
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Necessary and sufficient 
condition for T-detectability

• There exists a T-monitor iff

• or, equivalently

, ’ .  is T-faulty, ’ is not faulty,
and Proj() = Proj(’)

, ’ . if  is T-faulty and ’ is not faulty,
then Proj()  Proj(’)
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Checking detectability (for some T)
the automata-theoretic approach

• (non-restrictive assumption: plant A is non-zeno)

• Make two copies of plant A, called A1 and A2:
– Copy/rename states, transitions, clocks, etc.

– Copy/rename unobservable events.

– Copy but do not rename observable events.

• Remove all faulty transitions from A2.

• Take the product B of A1 and A2: synchronize on 
common labels (i.e., observable events).

• Theorem: Plant is detectable iff all faulty runs of the 
product B are “zeno” (meaning essentially that there 
is no infinite run of B, i.e., no pair of infinite runs of 
A1 and A2).
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Checking detectability (for some T)
• Illustration:

A1 A2

a a

b b

c c

time

f

 ’
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Finding the minimum T for         
T-detectability 

• Assumption: plant is detectable.

• Take the product of A1, A2 and the observer
automaton below (where T is a parameter).

f1
z:=0 z >T

f1

• Plant is T-detectable iff the final state of the 
observer cannot be reached.

• Perform a binary search on T : 0, 1, 2, 4, …etc. 
Complexity: log(T) reachability checks.
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Questions

• How to check detectability?

• How to synthesize a real-time monitor?

• When can the monitor be modeled as a 
timed automaton?
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Synthesis of a real-time monitor:
on-the-fly subset construction

S0 S1 S2

…
a t

Monitor state = subset of timed automaton states
= all states plant can be in right now

Monitor transition function = symbolic computation of 
successor states

Monitor output = announce fault if all plant states are faulty
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Faulty states

f a

u a
x:=0

x  2

x >3a

The plant model
extended with boolean variable bf

bf :=1
bf :=0

Faulty state = state where bf = 1
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On-the-fly subset construction:
event update

S

a

S’

S’ = {s’ | sS. s  s’}
a

a

a
a
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On-the-fly subset construction:
delay update

t

S’

S’={s’ | sS. UnobsSeq. s  s’  time()=t}

Can be computed using an extra clock

t1 t2 t3   t1 + t2 + t3= t

S
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Questions

• How to check detectability?

• How to synthesize a real-time monitor?

• When can the monitor be modeled as a 
timed automaton? 

?

As far as I know, 
problem still open …



From timed observation to timed 
control

94
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Timed control

Plant

Controller

Observable events + delaysControllable events

The plant model is
a timed automaton!

The controller can
consult a clock!
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(Parenthesis: Control vs. Testing

inputs outputs

Tester tries to make 
the system fail

(conformance testing)

Tester

System

inputs outputs

Controller tries to prevent 
system from violating spec

Controller

System



Conformance testing with timed 
automata

• Extensively studied

• See: Conformance Testing for Real-
Time Systems, by Krichen-Tripakis, 
Formal Methods in System Design, 
2009, pp. 238-304.

97

Close parenthesis)



Properties that the closed-loop system 
must satisfy

• Invariance: the controller keeps the system inside
a set of safe states.

All states of the closed-loop system are safe.

• Inevitability: the controller leads the system to
a set of target states.

All runs of the closed-loop system eventually
visit a target state.



Example 1: a controller for a rail crossing

Gate

Gate
controller

Train

lower?

is_down

is_up

raise?

y := 0

y <= 11< y < 2

y := 0

lower!

exit?

approach?

raise!

approach!

exit!

far near

in

enter!

x := 0

x := 0 2 < x < 5

x <= 1x <= 0

Environment

x >= 1

Invariance:
in  is_down

down!up!



Controller synthesis for invariance

• Synthesis for invariance alone is trivial:
– Just restrict system as much as you can.
– Then verify if result is safe.

• Two options:
– Ask for a least-restrictive controller (for invariance, 

it always exists). Not with on-the-fly.
– Ask for a live controller: controller is live if from 

every closed-system state an action (controllable 
or uncontrollable but urgent) will be eventually 
taken.



“Classic” solution: backward fix-point 
computation of “winning” states

• Winning states: all states from which a 
controller satisfying the property exists.

• Algorithm:
– Compute winning states.

– Restrict the controllable transitions to winning 
states (local computation involving only a discrete

location and its successor location).



Computing winning states with fix-points:
invariance case

• contr-invar-pre(P) : all states s such that
• there is after some time a transition from s to P (live)
and
• all uncontrollable transitions from s lead to P
and
• if after T time units the system moves out of P, then

there is a controllable transition before T to P

• Winning states :  gfp X . P  contr-invar-pre(X)



Computing winning states with fix-points:
inevitability case

• contr-inev-pre(P) : all states s such that
• there is a controllable transition from s to P and all

uncontrollable transitions from s lead to P
or
• eventually an urgent transition will lead from s to P
and no uncontrollable transition can lead out of P
before that

• Winning states :  lfp X . P  contr-inev-pre(X)



Maximality (least-restrictiveness)

• For invariance, controller is least-restrictive.

• For inevitability, things are more tricky, e.g.:

P

We assume a semantics where
all controllable transitions are 
strongly fair : if enabled infinitely 
often, they will be taken
(thus, they are also urgent).

PP



Maximality (least-restrictiveness)

• For invariance, controller is least-restrictive.

• For inevitability, things are more tricky, e.g.:

P

Plant – objective: reach P



Maximality (least-restrictiveness)

• For invariance, controller is least-restrictive.

• For inevitability, things are more tricky, e.g.:

P

Controller 1



Maximality (least-restrictiveness)

• For invariance, controller is least-restrictive.

• For inevitability, things are more tricky, e.g.:

P

Controller 2



Maximality (least-restrictiveness)

• For invariance, controller is least-restrictive.

• For inevitability, things are more tricky, e.g.:

We assume a semantics where
all controllable transitions are 
strongly fair : if enabled infinitely 
often, they will be taken
(thus, they are also urgent).

Our controller

P



Urgency

• We model it in the plant using deadline types: 
lazy or urgent.

• We assume that all controller actions are 
urgent. WHY?

• Otherwise, non-unique solutions:



“On-the-fly” solution: modification of a 
depth-first search (DFS)

• Standard DFS:
– From a state s, explore successors one by one, 

until one of them “wins”.

• Modified DFS:
– You have to explore ALL uncontrollable 

successors, and they ALL must win.

– Back-tracking may be necessary.



Illustration of on-the-fly algorithm

P

• Inevitability of P:

On-the-fly: part of the graph did not 
have to be explored !



Illustration of on-the-fly algorithm

• Back-tracking:

BAD

…



“On-the-fly” synthesis for timed automata

• Algorithm works for finite-state systems (finite 
graphs with contr./uncontrollable edges).

• Can be used for timed automata in two ways:
– Discrete-time semantics

– Time-abstracting bisimulation quotient graph



The Time-abstracting Bisimulation

Equivalence   on states:

Preserve discrete
state changes.

Abstract exact
time delays.

s1 s2

s3


a

s4
a t1

s1 s2

s3


t2

s4
t1, t2  R



The Time-abstracting Quotient Graph

- Nodes = symbolic states (equivalence classes).
- Edges = symbolic transitions (discrete and time).

• Finite symbolic graph:

• Basic property: pre-stability

Q1 Q2

s1 s2


t

a

Q1 Q2

s1 s2a

Q1  pre (Q2) = Q1
a

Q1  pre     (Q2) = Q1
time

• The quotient induced by the greatest time-abstracting
bisimulation defined on the TA.



Example of Quotient graph

down

lower

up

exit

raise

enter


approach

approach

approach


















up

up

up down down down down down

lower lowerlower


raise raise

exitenter

enter

(near, going up, 1,
1 < x <= y <= 2  z < x+1)



How to apply the on-the-fly algorithm
to the time-abstracting quotient graph

1. Discrete edges are marked whatever they are
(controllable or uncontrollable).

2. Time () edges are marked as follows:

Case 1:

Case 2:

The controller can choose to
let time pass or issue
before moving to next node.

The controller has no choice
but to let time pass.







Approach not fully on-the-fly
for dense time

• Quotient graph is generated using a 
backward partition-refinement algorithm.

• Why can’t the simulation graph be used?

TA
Quotient

graph
On-the-fly
algorithm Controller

minimization

pre-stability of quotient graph essential for correctness
 cannot use simulation graph… 





Example of on-the-fly algorithm

down

lower

up

exit

raise

enter


approach

approach

approach


















up

up

up down down down down down

lower lowerlower


raise raise

exitenter

enter
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Thank you


